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Essential Agreement 

 
I will commit to being… 
 

⇒ A PRINCIPLED learner by being honest with myself. Advith  
⇒ A RISK TAKER by trying new things and finding new things out from my friends and all around the 

classroom. Namrita  
⇒ A RISK TAKER by taking risks and learning new things. Alexandra  
⇒ CURIOUS by asking questions when I don’t know or unsure of something. Also, by showing 

RESPECT to my elders and putting books in the right places. Yasemin  
⇒ A RISK TAKER, by trying new things that I’ve never tried before! Gayle  
⇒ A CARING learner by being nice to others and helping others with their work. Jared  
⇒ A calm and CARING learner by listening to others. Luke  
⇒ A RESPECTFUL learner by using my manners and not interrupting others. I will also commit to 

being a COMMUNICATOR by speaking in an appropriate volume as well as focusing on my work 
and not becoming distracted by others. Sithika  

⇒ An INQUIRER by asking questions and wondering about our inquiries and topics in our lessons. 
Sam  

⇒ A COMMUNICATOR by not getting distracted and listening to others. Kingston  
⇒ A COMMUNICATOR by listening and talking to other people and accepting other’s thoughts. 

Pranam  
⇒ A COMMUNICATOR by sharing my ideas with others and quietly listening to their suggestions. 

Deniz  
⇒ A RESPECTFUL learner by respecting other people and their belongings. Aaron  
⇒ A PRINCIPLED learner by following the rules and asking questions. I also want to take more 

responsibility. Kenneth  
⇒ A CREATIVE learner by trying new things and using my imagination! Lam  
⇒ A STUDENT AGENT by being INDEPENDENT and ‘asking 3 people before the teacher’. I will also 

be a KNOWLEDEAGEABLE leaner by focusing on my work and using my prior knowledge to 
discover new things. Ameena  

⇒ A STUDENT AGENT by being a RESPECTFUL and INDEPENDENT leaner by thinking for myself. I 
will also be a RESPECTFUL person by helping others and looking after their belongings. Audrey  

⇒ A STUDENT AGENT by being INDEPENDENT and ‘asking 3 people before the teacher’ to solve 
problems. Ahmed  

⇒ A CREATIVE THINKER by asking questions and thinking about the meaning of things. Pearl  
⇒ A KNOWLEDGEABLE learner by listening and remembering what others say. Seril  
⇒ A KNOWLEDGEABLE learner by picking up items from the room and using my knowledge that I 

already know to learn new things. Mayjah  
⇒ A CARING learner by helping others with their work and showing RESPECT by returning other’s 

items. Pray  
⇒ A CARING learner by helping and being kind to people I don’t know. Mahrosh  
⇒ A PRINCIPLED leaner by asking questions and being honest. Archie  
⇒ A CARING learner by always helping others in the classroom and in the school. Also, I will 

RESPECT others around me and always wonder about lessons and ask questions. Noah  
⇒ A PRINCIPLED learner by CARING. Anthony  
⇒ A COMMUNICATOR by sharing ideas. Joshua  

 
 

	


